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What’s Available NOW On

“Movie: Baggio: The Divine 
Ponytail”
From Italy comes this biography of 
Italian soccer star Roberto Baggio, 
who inspired a generation of Italians 
to take up the sport. Andrea Arcangeli 
(“Romulus,” “Trust”) stars as the title 
character for director Letizia Lemartire, 
in a cast with Valentina Bellè, Thomas 
Trabacchi, Andrea Pennacchi and 
Antonio Zavatteri. (ORIGINAL)

“High on the Hog: How 
African American Cuisine 
Transformed America”
Books by food historian Dr. Jessica B. 
Harris served as the basis for this four-
part docuseries, in which food writer 
Stephen Satterfield goes on a culinary 
journey with chefs, historians and 
activists to trace the origins of African 
American cuisine through its lines 
from Africa to Texas. (ORIGINAL)

“Movie: Blue Miracle”
From co-writer and director Julio 
Quintana (“The Vessel”) comes this 
joint Mexico/U.S. co-production that 
tells the true story of how a guardian 
and members of a cash-strapped 
Mexican orphanage teamed up with a 
washed-up boat captain to try to win 
a lucrative fishing tournament. Dennis 
Quaid, Bruce McGill, Raymond Cruz 
and Dana Wheeler-Nicholson head the 
cast. (ORIGINAL)

“The Kominsky Method”
With best friend and longtime agent 
Norman gone, thespian-turned-acting 
coach Sandy Kominsky (Michael 
Douglas) faces the future alone — that 
is until he gets word his ex-wife Roz 
(Kathleen Turner, Douglas’ “Romancing 
the Stone” and “The War of the Roses” 
co-star) is coming to town to spend 
time with daughter Mindy (Sarah 
Baker) in the third and finale season of 
this comedy. (ORIGINAL)
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